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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Joel Saavedra! (Pre-K) Joel is our newest addition to pre-k. Joel is a great friend, always sweet to everyone. Joel is a 

good example to his peers. He loves coming to school and seeing his teachers and his friends and especially loves riding 

the bus. Joel is a pleasure to have in class. ~T. Collums 

 Charming Rains! (Pre-K) Charming is a great student! She is the friendliest girl in Pre-K. Charming is a great friend, 

very generous and loves to help her teacher. Charming has mastered Pre-k and is already reading. Charming is a 

pleasure to have in class. ~T. Collums  

 Hugo Castillo! (Kinder) Hugo is a wonderful student in art class! He works hard, is respectful to everyone and I love 

seeing his big smile on Tuesdays! You rock, Hugo! ~A. Caron  

 

First Grade 

 Alan Escobar! Alan is a great student who also shows integrity daily. He is always the first to pitch in with helping to 

keep our classroom clean and he does his best on every assignment that I give him. ~N. Weibel  

 Daria Chorman! Daria cleaned up all my paint palettes today without being asked! She has made some great progress in 

art class this year. Keep it up Daria! ~A. Caron  
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Second Grade 

 Uriel Castellanos! Uriel is a very dedicated student, he loves reading and writing. ~J. Martinez 

 

 Third Grade 

 Hashlyn Castillo! Hashlyn has been the BEST art helper all year and it's about time I nominated her for Star student! 

I know I can always count on her to do random cleanup jobs for me and she will get it done. She is a wonderful listener 

and I love having her in class. Amazing job Hashlyn! ~A. Caron 

 

Fourth Grade 

 Bianco Aldaco! I am so proud of how diligently Bianca worked on her testing this week. She did her absolute best! ~K. 

Eakin 

 Alex Jackson! Alex is a conscientious, hard-working student. He readily grasps new concepts and ideas. Keep up the 

great work Alex! ~C. Dolgow 

 Evelyn Ramiez! Evelyn is a great student! She works really hard in all her classes and always does her best on all her 

assignments! She is very self-motivated and wonderful leader to her peers! ~K. Balderrama 

 Ashley Torres-Hernandez! Ashley is an amazing student! She is always on task and eager to help others! I enjoy her 

positive attitude each and every day! ~E. Hernandez   

 Katherine Lopez-Polanco! Katherine takes an active role in all classroom discussions, and consistently cooperates with 

the teacher and other students. Great job Katherine! ~K. Balderrama 
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 Valeria Montecillo Perez!  Valeria is new to our team and has done a great job following our expectations and treating 

her classmates like our family community. ~A Varela 

 Fernanda Romero Villa! Fernanda worked very hard on the reading test this week. Thank you for putting in all your 

effort! ~K. Eakin 

 Michael Abarca-Smith! Michael puts forth his best effort into all his assignments in class, and is very kind to his 

peers. Way to go!! ~K. Gilkerson  

 Edgar Valle! Edgar consistently makes good choices during the school day, speaks with confidence, and is always on 

task. He is a leader and positive role model for students at Southside. I am very proud of you Edgar! ~E. Hernandez  

 Valeria Guajardo! Valeria is a great helper. She cleaned up the bathroom trash that was on the floor without being 

asked. ~A. Varela  

 Jhonovan Castro! He is a STAR STUDENT because no matter what challenges come his way he always works hard. ~S. 

Brown  

 

Fifth Grade 

 Santiago Martinez! is a great student that always tries his best in everything he does. I'm very proud of his hard 

work. ~N. Caraballo 

 Adirson Lomeli! I can always count on Adirson to be helpful in art class. Any time I have a job to do, I usually go to him 

because I know I can count on him! Great job Adirson! ~A. Caron  
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 Adrianna Valdez! Adrianna has grown in her math skills this year! She shows her thinking on her paper or dry erase 

board and she doesn't give up. I'm so proud of her! Way to go Adrianna! ~H. Wilt  

 Cindy Henriquez! Cindy's progress this year in science is amazing! Her science notebook is so detailed, with drawings 

that support her thinking. When she participates in a "turn & talk", her use of academic language is perfect. Keep up 

the great work Cindy! ~H. Wilt 

 Jacqueline Yanez! Jacqueline takes her time to ace everything she does. She shows a growth mindset and is working 

hard to improve her reading skills. Way to go Jacqueline! ~N. Caraballo  

 Jamie Garcia! Jamie is becoming a #SeriousScientist. Her notebook is full of her science thinking & drawings that 

support her thinking. She also uses academic language when she speaks in class. Way to go Jamie! ~H. Wilt 

 


